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Introduction

Where do we stand?



Risk intelligence - Introduction

Covid-19 pandemic continues to spread

> In 
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Source: FT



Impact of Covid-19 on sectors
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> Covid-19 disrupted many sectors at a 

worldwide scale:

– Services : tourism, hospitality, travel and 

leisure

– (Non-energy) commodity prices fell but 

now supported by Chinese economic 

rebound

– Oil still below level of 2019

– Manufacturing impacted by disruptions

– Pharma, Telecom and Agrifood are 

holding well.



Introduction

Transition channels

> External demand / Global Trade

> Tourism

> Remittances

> Commodity prices

> Global financial conditions : 

renewed aggregated capital 

flows to EMs after strong 

reversal in March but large 

discrepancy across countries
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Introduction

Massive policy support mitigated impact of the shock

> Accommodative monetary 

policies

> Government support 

schemes (large discrepancy 

across countries)

> International assistance 

(IMF, WB, G20 Debt Service 

Suspension Initiative, EU, 

etc.)

 Successfully soften the 

brutal impact of the 

pandemic on the economic 

activity

 No debt crisis happened 

yet

 Sharp increase in 

insolvencies avoided yet 
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Source: IMF October 2020

Additional spending and forgone revenue in response to 

the Covid-19 pandemic (in % GDP)



Introduction

Large financial vulnerabilities
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> Higher financial vulnerabilities amid larger public and private borrowing 

which deteriorate repayment capacity in MLT

> Large vulnerability in SMEs amid usually thin equity cushions and low 

liquidity buffers, limited financing options and non-diversified revenues

> Large number of bankruptcies would exacerbate the downturn

Source: IMF Global Financial Stability Report October 2020



Introduction

Conclusion

Covid-19 pandemic: 

duration and severity 

still uncertain

Geopolitical and 

trade tensions, 

Social unrest

Financial 

vulnerabilities

Climate change
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Market feedback and management 

of the risk during the crisis



Market approach towards the pandemic

Seminar RM Credendo's country risk outlook | November 202011

More or less flexible approach:

 From the heavy cancellations based on:

 Sectors;

 Countries.

 To targeted actions based on:

 Cleaning of the non used credit limits;

 Profitability of the policy (client selection);

Communication strategy variable according the Insurer which

deteriorate the reputation of the industry



On the Single risk market:

 Non cancelable limits, thus action for the future only

 Larger reaction to fraud cases than to Covid impact

1. Impact on traders;

2. Impact on scope of risk (political vs credit)

3. Impact on banks and the whole Insurance market

 “Drop the pen” approach

Market approach towards the pandemic



What about claims?

 Surprisingly no huge increase on the portfolio side

=> impact of support scheme ?

=> when can we expect the impact?

 On the Single Risk side

=> no state support

=> no Covid claim (most of the claim related to business 

interruption)

=> many fraud cases (from Agritrade to Gulf Petrochem)



What about tomorrow



Credit Risk Monitoring 



Limited factors for the monitoring
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Basis of monitoring

 Available data

=> all country and sector statistics

 Data which can be set in a model

=> ratios such as default rate per sector…

 Data which can be comparable

=> possible only on domestic or regional scope

 Data which has some history

=> In order to define trends and test it during crisis

 Only possibility as of today to automatize the monitoring
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Tentative of aggregation of data
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The Single Risk approach – can it be used at 

large scale?
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Connected Risk

The pandemic has disrupted trade and highlighted to decision makers 

that there is a lack of understanding of the connectivity of trade, and 

how this effects opportunity, risk, and exposure.  

By connectivity, I mean the impact on the trade of a business from the 

broader impact of trade across its own ecosystem from one or all of its 

clients, suppliers, partners, competitors, investors and investees. The 

pandemic has taught us all that there are no borders to risk, and the 

same is true for trade, it is truly borderless, with every business 

potentially connected to each other. A recent exercise to test the much 

vaunted ‘six degrees of separation’ theory was found to hold true, with 

every global business ultimately impacted by another, no more than six 

levels removed.

Suki Basi, managing director of Russell

www.russell.co.uk/
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http://www.russell.co.uk/


Connected risk
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 The challenges:

 Lot of data, but what about quality, reliability?

 Our industry is correlated to many factors which are not quantifiable

 We have realized connection in trade with the Covid

 The opportunities?

 For some sectors, no doubt

 For the credit insurance? Too complex?

Seminar RM Credendo's country risk outlook | November 202022

The future of monitoring and managing credit 

risk



Turning uncertainties 

into opportunities


